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A New Technique Based on Grey Model for Forecasting
of Ionospheric GPS Signal Delay Using GAGAN Data

Ginkala Venkateswarlu1, * and Achanta D. Sarma2

Abstract—The ionospheric GPS signal delay which is a function of TEC plays a major role in
the estimation positional accuracy of satellite based navigation systems and detrimental to position
estimation, especially in strategic applications. Ionospheric TEC is a function of geographical location
(Latitude, Longitude), time, season, etc. In this paper, we propose a system theory based Grey Model
(GM(1,1)) which uses past and present data for forecasting TEC (GPS signal delay). In this model, data
of nine sequential days from five stations of a GPS Aided Geo Augmented Navigation (GAGAN) system
network located at different places representing different latitudes, longitudes and equatorial anomaly
regions are used to forecast the 10th day TEC values. The performance of the model is assessed by
comparing the statistical parameters such as Standard Deviation (SD) and Mean Square Deviation
(MSD). The forecasted results are very encouraging. For all the considered five stations, forecasting
is better for post sunset time than day time. Also, the results indicate that SD and MSD values are
comparatively higher for Trivandrum (near geomagnetic equator) and Ahmedabad (near the crest of
the equatorial anomaly region) stations. These results indicate that the proposed model is useful for
forecasting of GPS signal delay both for civil aviation and strategic applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite based navigation system that provides user position,
velocity and time information in all weather conditions. Like GPS, other satellite based navigation
systems such as GLONASS of Russia, Galileo of Europe, Compass of China and IRNSS of India have
come up. In order to receive and utilize signals from these systems, the receiver antenna should have
a wide bandwidth and high performance [1]. Characterization of GPS signals is very important in
evaluating the overall performance of the navigation system. The propagating GPS signals experience
different effects in different environments and need statistical techniques to assess the effects. The
satellite signals propagate through various atmospheric layers including ionospheric layers and reach
the user receiver. Therefore, the accuracy of the user position is limited by a number of errors including
ionospheric time delay of the signals and multipath. The signal may reach the receiver by taking
multiple reflections from the surrounding environment resulting in multipath. The effect of multipath
can be mitigated by using various adaptive filtering techniques [2]. Forecasting the delay would be
very helpful in strategic applications. As the ionosphere is dispersive medium, using a dual-frequency
GPS receiver, the delay can be estimated by using the code phase and/or carrier phase measurements.
Ionospheric delay depends on Total Electron Content (TEC) along the signal propagation path from
satellite to receiver. The TEC is a function of solar radiation, season, day, time of the measurements
and receiver location. In the last two decades, several grid models have been proposed to predict the
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TEC for GAGAN applications. Sarma et al. (2009) [3] compared the performance of various grid based
ionospheric time delay models for GAGAN system. Ratnam et al. (2012) [4] used Spherical Harmonic
Functions (SHF) to model ionosphreric time delay for GAGAN TEC network. Srinivas et al. (2016) [5]
used Anisotropic IDW with Jackknife Technique to model Ionospheic time delay. However, the grid
models are valid only for near realtime applications such as aviation and are meant for the next 5 to
10 minutes [6]. As the data correspond to low/equatorial latitude region, the GPS signals are more
susceptible to the ionospheric gradients making the time delay forecasting difficult [7]. The aim of this
paper is to predict the GPS signal delay for the immediate following day based on the past and present
data by using state of the art forecasting algorithms.

For this type of forecasting/ predicting, several authors proposed various techniques including
artificial and statistical techniques. Krankowski et al. (2006) [8] used wavelet analysis for short term
forecasting of ionospheric TEC by considering data from European IGS/EPN permanent stations.
Neural Network (NN) based models are popularly known as artificial intelligence based models.
Tulunay et al. (2006) [9] used NN model to forecast TEC maps using data of Europe centered over
Italy. The disadvantage of NN model is that it requires more data and long training period [10].
Therefore, normally for short term time series forecasting, statistical methods are used. Auto Regressive
Moving Average, which is a parametric model, was used to forecast the global TEC maps [11].
It is difficult to construct a mathematical model by using conventional linear statistical methods.
Exponential Smoothing method, Holt-Winter method, etc. are the prominent existing statistical models
for forecasting. Elmunim et al. (2015) [12] considered the GPS data due to UKM station located
in Malaysia during May and June, 2010 to forecast ionospheric delay using Holt-Winters models.
The results show that the forecasting accuracy of the signal delay using Holt-Winter’s Additive and
Multiplicative models was up to 68–92% and 70–93%. In another research paper, the authors considered
Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) VTEC data due to IRNSS receiver located at
Hyderabad, India for forecasting [13]. The forecasting accuracy of the Exponential Smoothing method
shows up to 89%, Holt-Winters’ Additive method up to 89%, and multiplicative model up to 95%.
In this research paper, we used VTEC data due to five GAGAN stations for assessing the forecasting
performance using grey model and proved to be better. Therefore, a new model based on system theory
is proposed.

In system theory, a system can be described with color that represents the amount of clear
information related to that system. A system whose characteristics can be described completely using
mathematical equations is known as white system; otherwise, it is called a black box. A flight data
recorder may be described by black box. A system that consists of both known and unknown information
is called a grey system [14]. For example, the communication systems may be described as white
systems and weather systems expressed as grey systems. Grey model was first introduced by Deng [15].
Kayacan et al. (2010) [16] applied different Grey models to forecast United States dollar to Euro parity.
In this paper, we use this particular model to predict GPS signal delay using the data taken from
five stations namely, Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Delhi, Hyderabad and Trivandrum of Indian GAGAN
network.

2. GREY MODEL GM(P,Q)

The grey model is being widely used in various diversified applications, such as scientific, technological,
meteorological, transportation applications, and even in financial fields due to its computational
efficiency. In this section, we present the salient features of grey model in the context of forecasting
TEC.

For a given order of difference equation (p) and a number of variables (q), the grey model GM(p, q)
can be used to forecast the time series data [15]. The differential equation which describes the model has
time-varying coefficients. These time varying coefficients can be estimated using least squares method.
For forecasting, the model accepts only positive data at fixed sampling time intervals. Random TEC
data can be smoothed by adding present data to previously accumulated data, and the process is
repeated for all the data. The resulting TEC data have growing tendency, so this procedure is called
Accumulating Generation Operator (AGO) [15]. To obtain the forecasted value of the accumulated
data corresponding to (n + 1) step, the differential equation is to be solved. Inverse AGO (IAGO) uses
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these accumulated data to forecast the required TEC data (GPS signal delay) [17].
Consider a sequence X(0) consisting of ‘n’ Vertical TEC (VTEC) data values due to GAGAN

station network. X(0) is a non-negative sequence of VTEC data. It can be expressed as,

X(0) = (x(0)(1), x(0)(2), x(0)(3), . . . , x(0)(n)) n ≥ 4 (1)

AGO is used on VTEC data to obtain accumulated sequence X(1).

X(1) = (x(1)(1), x(1)(2), x(1)(3), . . . , x(1)(n)) n ≥ 4 (2)

where,

x(1)(k) =
k∑

i=1

x(0)(i) k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n (3)

The grey derivative of x(1) is denoted as [18]

d(k) = x(0)(k) = x(1)(k) − x(1)(k − 1) (4)

The mean value of adjacent data of x(1)(k) is z(1)(k) which can be written as,

z(1)(k) = 0.5x(1)(k) + 0.5x(1)(k − 1) k = 2, 3, . . . , n (5)

In GM(1,1) model, grey differential equation can be expressed as [15]

x(0)(k) + az(1)(k) = b (6)

where, a and b are called sequence parameters.
The GM(1,1) model is a first order differential equation with one variable and can be expressed as,

d(k) + az(1)(k) = b (7)

The variable k = 2, 3, . . . , n is a function of time ‘t’, because k value varies with time. Then x(1)(t) is a
time function of x(1). Now Equation (6) can be written as

dx1(t)
dt

+ ax(1)(t) = b (8)

The procedure for estimation of coefficients a and b is as follows:
Equation (6) can be written in the matrix form as (k = 2, 3, . . . , n)⎡

⎢⎢⎣
x(0)(2)
x(0)(3)

.
x(0)(n)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

−z(1)(2) 1
−z(1)(3) 1

. .
−z(1)(n) 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

[
a
b

]
(9)

Using the least square method, a and b can be estimated as,

[ a b ]T =
(
BT B

)−1
BT Y (10)

where Y is called data vector, and B is called data matrix and can be defined as,

Y =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

x(0)(2)
x(0)(3)

.
x(0)(n)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (11)

B =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

−z(1)(2) 1
−z(1)(3) 1

. .
−z(1)(n) 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (12)
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The solution of Equation (8) at time k can be written as

x(1)
p (k + 1) =

[
x(0)(1) − b

a

]
e−ak +

b

a
(13)

The forecasted value of the original data at time (k+1) can be obtained by using grey model and IAGO
as,

x(0)
p (k + 1) =

[
x(0)(1) − b

a

]
e−ak(1 − ea) (14)

3. DATA ACQUISITION

In India, the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) and Airport Authority of India (AAI) have
jointly developed a Satellite Based Augmentation System (SBAS) known as GPS Aided Geo Augmented
Navigation (GAGAN) system. GAGAN is designed to be interoperable with other international SBAS
systems such as US WAAS, European EGNOS and Japanese MSAS. Similar to other international
SBAS systems, GAGAN provides additional accuracy, availability and integrity necessary for all phases
of flight, enroute through approach for all qualified airports within GAGAN service volume [19]. This
GAGAN programme has obtained required certifications for Required Navigation Performance (RNP)
0.1 and Approach Procedure with Vertical guidance (APV) 1.0 Service over Indian Airspace. APV1
service provides APV approaches for selecting runways within India [20].

As a part of GAGAN project, a selected group of 20 TEC stations are deployed at well surveyed
locations over widely separated geographical area over India to support ionospheric radio wave
propagation studies. These stations are nearly at the centers of 5◦ × 5◦ grids over India. The TEC
stations consist of dual-frequency GPS receivers to acquire GPS signals. Space Application Center,
ISRO, Ahmedabad, India is responsible for collecting the data from various TEC stations of the GAGAN
network.

Figure 1. TEC stations of the GAGAN network.
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The raw GPS data contain 23 parameters. Among them, only seven parameters, namely satellite
vehicle number (SV), GPS week number, GPS seconds of the week, elevation angle, azimuth angle,
STEC, and user location are used in the analysis. Slant TEC due to various satellites is converted
to vertical TEC using standard mapping function corresponding to an Ionospheric Pierce Point (IPP)
altitude of 350 kms. All the results are represented in terms of local time.

In order to validate the performance of the proposed model for forecasting the ionospheric GPS
signal delay, GAGAN TEC data with 60 seconds sampling interval corresponding to several consecutive
days from five TEC stations, namely, Bangalore, Delhi, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad and Trivandrum, are
considered (Fig. 1). The first three stations have almost the same longitude but different latitudes.
In this way, we can study the performance of the model at different latitudes. The fourth station
(Ahmedabad) is near the crest region of the equatorial anomaly, and the fifth station (Trivandrum)
is near the geomagnetic equator. Equatorial anomaly region extends up to nearly ±20 degrees from
the magnetic equator. It anomaly occurs due to trough in the ionization process in F2 layer at the
equator and crests near about 17 degrees in magnetic latitude, and affects the GPS signals [21–23].
The current in the F layer due to horizontal magnetic field increases the ionization in the F layer. The
forecasting at these stations will help us to assess the proposed model’s performance in low latitude
regions which experience anomaly conditions.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

As the orbital period of the GPS satellite is half of the sidereal day, the following day satellite arrives
at the same spot in the orbit nearly 4 minutes early. GPS provides very precise time in the order
of nanoseconds and has applications in diversified fields including communication systems, defence
applications, electrical power grids, financial transactions, etc. In our analysis, observation time is kept
constant, even though the same satellite advances slightly in the orbit as each day progresses. That
is, the dataset consists of observations at the same local time even though the IPP position slightly
differs [24]. For example, vertical TEC data from a particular satellite at 14:00 Hrs for nine consecutive
days are considered in the GM(1,1) model to predict the ionospheric signal delay value at 14:00 Hrs
of 10th day. The same procedure is repeated for every minute and for the whole visible period of the
satellite. This type of analysis is carried out for several typical solar activity days (0 ≤ kp ≤ 6). The
kp index is used to express the disturbances in the horizontal component of earth’s magnetic field.
Depending on the values of kp index, each day is classified as quiet day (1 < kp < 2), moderate day
(2 ≤ kp ≤ 4) and storm day (kp ≥ 5) [25]. Analysis period is categorized as day time and post sunset
time to know how the model forecasts during different times of the day. Satellite selection is based on
the availability of data throughout the considered time periods. For each plot presented in the figures,
both elevation and azimuth angles are indicated at the beginning and end of the plot so that one can
appreciate in which direction the signal is propagating through.

Code phase measurements are easy to do, and their accuracy is less, whereas Carrier phase
measurements are more precise but difficult to do. Either of these measurements or combination of
these measurements are essential for position estimation.

In order to predict VTEC data, coefficients a and b are chosen for each of the five cases and are
estimated by considering the data of every epoch and using least square method. For example, at
Delhi station during day time a particular Satellite Vehicle (SV) is visible for about five hours. With
a sampling period of one minute, a total of 300 epochs data can be obtained. The coefficients are
estimated for each epoch (Equation (10)) and used for forecasting purpose. The same procedure is
followed for the remaining four cases (Hyderabad, Bangalore, Ahmedabad and Trivandrum), and the
results are very encouraging.

4.1. Delhi

4.1.1. Day Time TEC Forecasting

For this station, SV-6 is visible for about 5Hrs from 09:00 Hrs to 14:00 Hrs. Data corresponding to 9
days are considered (4 April to 12 April 2006) as input to the proposed model and forecasted TEC
(GPS signal delay) value on 13 April, 2006. During the satellite visibility period kp = 2. The forecasted
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Figure 2. (a)–(e) Forecasted TEC for the day time due to Delhi, Hyderabad, Bangalore, Ahmedabad
and Trivaudrum stations using GM(1,1) model.

TEC follows the measured TEC (Fig. 2(a)). The SD and MSD values are 0.36 and 0.38 corresponding
to day time TEC data (Table 1).

4.1.2. Post Sunset TEC Forecasting

For the same station and dates, SV-16 is visible for about 5Hrs from 18:00 Hrs to 23:00 Hrs, and the
corresponding data are considered for forecasting. The TEC (GPS signal delay) is forecasted for 13 April
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Table 1. Comparison of different stations data.

Station name

& coordinates
Time

Considered

days (09 days)

Predicted day

period

(Kp value)

Difference between the measured

and forecasted TEC data (TECU)

Min Max Mean SD MSD

1. Ahmedabad

(23.5◦N, 72.5◦E)

Day

Time

31 March to

08 April, 2006

09th April, 2006

kp ≤ 6
1.4 × 10−3 2.35 0.58 0.44 0.52

Post

sunset

01 April to

09 April, 2006

10th April, 2006

kp ≤ 3
1.9 × 10−4 0.89 0.16 0.22 0.07

2. Bangalore

(13◦N, 77.5◦E)

Day

Time
01 April to

09 April, 2006

10th April, 2006

kp ≤ 4
7.3 × 10−3 1.60 0.39 0.37. 0.29

Post

sunset

10th April, 2006

kp ≤ 3
1.16 × 10−4 0.98 0.30 0.23 0.14

3. Delhi

(28.7◦N, 77.2◦E)

Day

Time
04 April to

12 April, 2006

13th April, 2006

kp = 2
1.3 × 10−3 2.46 0.51 0.36 0.38

Post

sunset

13th April, 2006

kp ≤ 4
2.35 × 10−4 0.40 0.14 0.11 0.03

4. Hyderabad

(17.5◦N, 78.5◦E)

Day

Time

02 April to

10 April, 2006

11th April, 2006

kp ≤ 2
1.03 × 10−4 1.45 0.54 0.34 0.40

Post

sunset

01 April to

09 April, 2006

10th April, 2006

kp ≤ 3
1.07 × 10−4 0.99 0.11 0.17 0.04

5. Trivandrum

(8.5◦N, 77◦E)

Day

Time
30 March to

07 April, 2006

08th April, 2006

kp = 0
2.2 × 10−3 1.79 0.64 0.49 0.64

Post

sunset

08th April, 2006

kp ≤ 1
4.3 × 10−3 1.94 0.59 0.40 0.51

2006 (kp = 4 to 4−). The forecasted TEC follows the measured TEC closely (Fig. 3(a)). The SD and
MSD values are 0.11 and 0.03 corresponding to post sunset TEC (Table 1).

4.2. Hyderabad

4.2.1. Day Time TEC Forecasting

For forecasting TEC data corresponding to 2 April to 10 April 2006 are considered. Satellite (SV-6)
is visible for about 5Hrs from 10:00 Hrs to 15:00 Hrs. The TEC data are forecasted for 11 April 2006
(1 < kp ≤ 2). The forecasted TEC follows the measured TEC except from 13:00 to 14:30 Hrs (Fig. 2(b)).

The maximum deviation between measured and forecasted TEC data is 1:45 TECU. The SD and
MSD values are 0.34 and 0.40, respectively (Table 1). This can be explained as follows: All the nine
days have different kp index values (3 days have kp index value around 0. One day has about 2. 3 days
have around 4. 1 day has around 1. Another day has 5–6) causing the prediction of the 10th day data
slightly less accurate.

4.2.2. Post Sunset TEC Forecasting

For this station, SV-16 is visible for about 5 Hrs from 18:00 Hrs to 23:00 Hrs. Data corresponding to 9
days (1 April to 9 April 2006) are considered for forecasting. The TEC data (GPS signal delay) are
forecasted for 10 April 2006 (kp = 3 to 3−). The forecasted TEC follows the measured TEC very
closely (Fig. 3(b)). The SD and MSD values are 0.17 and 0.04 for post sunset TEC data (Table 1).
From Table 1, it is evident that compared to day time values, the SD and MSD values are less in post
sunset period.
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Figure 3. (a)–(e) Forecasted TEC for post sunset time due to Delhi, Hyderabad, Bangalore,
Ahmedabad and Trivaudrum stations using GM(1,1) model.

4.3. Bangalore

4.3.1. Day Time TEC Forecasting

For this station, SV-15 is visible for about 5 Hrs from 13:00 Hrs to 18:00 Hrs. Data corresponding to
9 days are considered (1 April to 9 April, 2016) as input to the proposed model and forecasted TEC
(GPS signal delay) values on 10 April which is a moderate day (2 < kp ≤ 4) value.

The forecasted TEC follows the measured TEC closely except around 12:90 to 13.12 Hrs and 16.65
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to 17.45 Hrs shown in (Fig. 2(c)). This may be due to more variations of the kp index values in the
input data to the model (5 days nearly 0–1, 3 days nearly 2–5, 1 day 6–4+). The kp values on 9 April
and 5 April are 6 and 5. The maximum and minimum deviations between measured and forecasted
TEC data are 1.6 and 7.3 × 10−3 TECU, and SD and MSD values are 0.37 and 0.29, respectively.

4.3.2. Post Sunset TEC Forecasting

For the same station and dates, SV-16 is visible for about 5Hrs from 18:00 Hrs to 23:00 Hrs, and the
corresponding data are considered for forecasting.

The TEC data are forecasted for 10 April 2006 (kp = 3 to 3−). The forecasted TEC data follow
the measured TEC data closely except about 18:50 to 19:00 Hrs and 20:25 to 20:70 Hrs (Fig. 3(c)). It is
evident from Table 1 that the SD and MSD values are 0.23 and 0.14 in post sunset time, respectively.
The post sunset time SD and MSD values are less than day time values.

4.4. Ahmedabad

4.4.1. Day Time TEC Forecasting

For this station, SV-18 is visible for about 5 Hrs from 12.00 Hrs to 17.00 Hrs. Data corresponding to
9 days (31 March to 8 April 2006) are considered for forecasting the TEC (GPS signal delay) values
on the 10th day (9 April 2006). The forecasted TEC data along with the observed data are shown in
(Fig. 2(d)). It can be seen from the figure that the forecasted TEC data follow the measured TEC data
closely. However, towards the end of the satellite pass, there is a slight difference between the measured
and forecasted TEC data. This deviation may be attributed to the following reason:

During the specified period between 16:00–17:00 Hrs, out of the nine days, seven days have a kp
index in the range of 0–2, and one of the remaining two days has a kp index in the range of 4− to 4
(5 April 2006). The other one day, the kp index value is in the range of 4− to 1+. On the 10th day on
which the values of kp indexes are in the range from 6 to 4+, much higher than the values of the days
taken as input to the model. This can be reason for the deviation between the forecasted values and
measured value. The SD and MSD values are 0.44 and 0.52 (Table 1).

4.4.2. Post Sunset TEC Forecasting

For the same station, SV-16 is visible for about 5 Hrs from 18:00 Hrs to 23:00 Hrs. As the data of
31 March 2006 are not of good quality, the TEC is forecasted for 10 April 2006. The forecasted values
closely follow the measured TEC (GPS signal delay) as shown in (Fig. 3(d)). The SD and MSD values
corresponding to post sunset time are 0.22 and 0.07, respectively.

The post sunset time SD and MSD values are less than day time TEC data values because the
variation of TEC in night time is less in the absence of solar radiation. From these values, it is evident
that GM(1,1) model forecasts the night time TEC data more precisely than that of day time TEC data.

4.5. Trivandrum

4.5.1. Day Time TEC Forecasting

For this station, SV-30 is visible for about 5 Hrs from 9:00 to 14:00 Hrs. The input data correspond to
30 March to 7 April 2006. The TEC data (GPS signal delay) are forecasted for 8 April 2006 (kp = 0 to
0+). The forecasted TEC data follow the measured TEC data except from 9.00 Hrs to 10:80 Hrs and
from 12:35 to 13:15 (Fig. 2(e)). The kp index of the preceding 9 days varies significantly (3 days 0, 2
days 1–2, 2 days 0–1, 2 days 3–5) causing more deviations. The SD and MSD are 0.49 and 0.64.

4.5.2. Post Sunset TEC Forecasting

TEC data corresponding to SV-16 are considered for forecasting. The TEC data are (GPS signal delay)
forecasted for 8 April 2006 (0 < kp ≤ 1) by taking the data of the last 9 preceding days. From Fig. 3(e)
it is observed that the forecasted TEC data do not that much closely follow the measured data from
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18.00 to 18.5 Hrs, 19.00 to 19:70 Hrs and 20.:20 Hrs to 22:37 Hrs. This may be due to more variations in
the measured TEC data. During the considered period, Kp index also varies drastically (2 days nearly
0+, 2 days 0–1, 2 days 1–2, 2 days 1–2+, 1 day 5− to 5+). It is evident from Table 1 that the values
of SD and MSD are 0.40 and 0.51.

5. CONCLUSION

Forecasting of GPS signal delay is very important not only for civil aviation applications but also
in strategic applications. For forecasting, we propose a technique based on grey model and assess its
performance for ionospheric stations located in different places all over India. Data corresponding to five
GAGAN stations are used in the proposed technique. From the results, we find that the model performs
better for stations (Hyderabad, Bangalore and Delhi) located other than at anomaly crest regions
(Ahmedabad) and very near equatorial regions (Trivandrum). Even at Ahmedabad & Trivandrum also,
the SD and MSD values are within 0.44 and 0.52, 0.49 and 0.64 respectively. Also, it is found in
general night time (SD = 0.11 and MSD = 0.03) that forecasting is better than day time forecasting
(SD = 0.34, MSD = 0.40). As India comes under low latitude region, the ionospheric variations are
intense and irregular. Even with this type of erratic ionospheric data as input, the grey model shows
good performance. Hence, this model is expected to perform well in any other areas.
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